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I Never Realized Just How Much Business
Was Driving Right Past My Door, Because
They Couldn’t Find Me! ~Anonymous~
The methods of growing a insurance agency have changed
drastically over the years… The influence of the internet and
mobile phone technology has completely turned marketing
upside down.
The traditional marketing methods of old are no longer
producing the same results they once did… From all
indications though, the results from the new methods of
marketing are exceeding everyone’s expectations...

In this Free Report we’ll show you why Local-Mobile
Marketing is critical for your insurance agency, no matter
how big or small. However, you don’t have to go it alone,
this report will guide you through this process so that you
can get the best results or instead, the services that can do
it for you!

www.AgencyThrive.com
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Introduction
Insurance agency owners everywhere have always searched for ways
of bringing more customers through their doors. It’s called
advertising, and you either pay for it, or you learn effective ways to
bring customers to your insurance agency without spending a dime.
Customer responses to the yellow pages, newspapers, radio and even
local TV ads are declining every year… yet some insurance agencies
are booming even in this down economy…
Nielsen Wire study: Over 65% of people use Google to find local services, versus only 0.2% still
using the Yellow Pages

Google+ Locals is one of those best-kept secrets that successful
insurance agency owners never want to share with their competitors.

Why? Because, it’s a FREE SERVICE that displays your insurance
agency, to your local market, making it much easier for people to find
you.
It’s called Local Search… and you don’t need a website to use it!
Compare it to a Free Yellow Pages display ad, only better! Google+
Local provides you with targeted advertising that attracts people who
are ready to buy… even those just passing through!
What makes Local Search Customers so Important?
Statistics show that searches done by people in a 6 mile radius
of your insurance agency are 90% Ready-To-Buy, with money
in hand!
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Legal Notice:
This book is © 2012 www.AgencyThrive.com All Rights Reserved.
While reasonable attempts have been made to ensure the accuracy
of the information provided in this publication, the author does not
assume any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary
interpretation of this information and any damages or costs incurred
by that.
The author does not warrant or represent at any time that the
contents within are completely accurate due to the rapidly changing
nature of the Internet.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, insurance
agency, accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek
services of competent professionals in legal, insurance agency,
accounting, and finance field.
While examples of past results may be used occasionally in this work,
they are intended to be for purposes of example only. No representation
is made or implied that the reader will do as well from using the
techniques.
The author does not assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever
for what you choose to do with this information. Use your own
judgment.
Any perceived slight of specific people or organizations, and any
resemblance to characters living, dead or otherwise, real or fictitious,
is purely unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no
guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their
own judgment about their individual circumstances to act accordingly.
Use this information at your own risk
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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The Edge on the Competition
Less than 2% of all insurance agencies are using this FREE Advertising
that brings more ready to buy customers to their door than any other
paid or free advertising available to them today.
More than 49,000,000 Google+ Local Listings have not even been
claimed by the insurance agency owners yet…
85% of local searches are followed up with a phone call or
show up on your doorstep (TMP/Comscore)
Not only does Google display your insurance agency, but they also
provide all of the information about it that your customers would need,
like:
Your Phone Number Address, Hours of Operation, description
and even a link to Your Website, if You have one… Plus, Google
Maps adds a Map with directions to Your Location…

Your Free Listing has this and more, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
All of this simply means that if you don’t already promote your
insurance agency online now you can for free… And if you are already
marketing online your marketing efforts just got a big boost!
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An Even Bigger Edge…
Your listing at Google+ Local is
Mobile Friendly, which means it has
the mobile technology necessary to
load fast on any of the more than
5,000 different cell phone
technologies currently in use…
They even have GPS technology for
mobile searchers on the move.

This market is growing exponentially around the world. According to a
report released in November of 2010, Mobile Web Traffic is expected
to increase by 700% over the next five years.
Google Executive Chairman and former CEO Eric Schmidt said:
“Mobile, Local and Social Marketing is Here to Stay”
Mobile technology is so important that Google is now strongly
encouraging their advertisers to optimize for mobile...
Most websites are NOT Mobile friendly and
completely unreadable on Cell Phones…
A website designed for mobile will load in
about 4 seconds, while a “PC friendly only”
site can take up to 40 seconds or more to
load on a mobile device. Most mobile users
will click away from slow loading sites.
You only need to build one mobile version
of your site and it will be optimized for all
of the 5,000 devices that can access the
mobile web. No longer do you have to
choose between the iPhone, BlackBerry or Droid, it works for
everyone.
AgencyThrive Marketing Consultants has everything you need to add
the Mobile Friendly technology to your own website…
Just Visit us at www.AgencyThrive.com
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This is How to Stand Out Among the Crowd
You goal is to build your insurance agency beyond your existing
customer base. In order to get the edge on your competitors you need
to be easy to find in general search terms for your industry…
Customers may search for your insurance agency name but others
may only search for your insurance agency category like “Car
Insurance Cedartown, GA”.

Google only displays the Top 7 results for a general search term, the
so-called Magnificent 7. This is the Organic search or non-paid results.
Think of this as an endorsement or the equivalent of a featured listing
in the Yellow Pages.
These 7 sites receive a disproportionate amount of the search traffic,
typically 40% for the top listing and 15% for the second placed listing.
Very few visitors will search beyond the first page, so if your insurance
agency isn’t in the top 7, you’re nowhere.
70% of clicks come from the first 5 search results

Claiming your Google+ Local listing is a very straightforward process
but getting your listing into the top 7 is a bit more challenging…
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How to Get a Prized Top 7 Listing
Remember the quote by Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt:
“Mobile, Local and Social Marketing is here to stay”
That is the key! Google views feedback, recommendations, links and
comments as important to the ranking of an insurance agency… Think
of it as third party endorsements or the internet’s version of “Word of
Mouth”…
These SEO techniques (Search Engine Optimization) are not difficult
but they are time consuming. They require research and
implementation as well as regular monitoring and updates… many
insurance agencies choose to use ad services to handle these chores
for them.
1. Set Up Your Google+ Local Mobile Listing

It starts with the accuracy of your basic information
when claiming your Google+ Local Listing. Some
insurance agencies tend to embellish the listing in hopes
of gaining an advantage… Bad move! Be sure to upload
pictures to include in your listing.

2. Citations

A citation it is basically a mention of your insurance agency on another
sites. Google is looking for consistency. If you have a listing anywhere
else online, make sure that your link, description, contact information
or anything else matches your Google+ Local page. This serves a dual
purpose because it will also help your organic rankings.

3. Get Listed on many other Local Search Sites

Not only are these great for citations but they also could bring you
more customers. Start with the big ones like Google+ Local and
Yahoo Local then expand your syndication to the other 100+ sites
and directories representing over 90% of the more than 3 Billion Local
Searches Monthly.
It’s also important to be distributed to Mobile and GPS directories and
databases. Keeping the details accurate and filling out as many fields
as possible will help with your rankings for all different search phrases
people may use to find your insurance agency.

See Our Top 16 List at the End of this Report
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4. Endorsements
Other places that mention your insurance
agency name, address, phone number and
URL. They can be social media posts from
places like Facebook, but or from other sites
such as bloggers, other local insurance
agency sites, Chamber of Commerce and
maybe even from a City Government site.
5. Reviews
Reviews are very strong links that show
trust. These are typically from customers
who hopefully had a great experience dealing
with your insurance agency. Reviews are
important to getting the citation indexed and
as well as propelling the Google+ Local
listing. You will want to get as many reviews as possible on as
many different sites as you can. You can get people to review by
encouraging your customers and suppliers to do it, or by
securing mutual agreement reviews from insurance agencies in
the same industry to help get things started.
6. Be Social, Market Your insurance agency at other Sites
Look for other local insurance agencies that offer reviews or
comments. Make relevant comments at their sites and add your
insurance agency name and phone number when you sign your
name. Social media is particularly powerful in this technique.
Facebook and Google+ are the best place to start with this
technique.
7. Engage with your followers at your Google+ Page
Google’s emphasis on the social experience at Google+ is a
make or break element for your listings success. Google is
looking for the social conversation in the form of reviews, likes
and reposts of your original posts. This is in keeping with the
growing shift by consumers to become more engaged online
regarding their experiences with insurance agencies. Good or
bad these experiences are now available publically for all to see!
You might prefer to use AgencyThrive to handle your local,
social and mobile advertising insurance agency needs… if so,
HELP IS HERE!
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How Important is Mobile Marketing?
The functionality of Mobile Phones has made this tool a major part of
everyday life. Just ask yourself the question “What can a mobile
device do?” …be prepared to be overwhelmed by the answer…

People use Mobile more that TV, newspapers and radio combined… If
you want to reach these customers their mobile device is how to do it!
Mobile Marketing is here to stay and will continue to grow as the
technology for these mobile computers becomes even more
sophisticated. AgencyThrive has a Mobile Marketing plan designed to
fit the needs of your insurance agency.
70% of the world’s
population uses mobile
phones, over 5 billion
mobile users… places
like the USA it’s 9 in
10 people
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QR Codes – Funny Name Powerful Marketing Tool
Mobile devices are now capable of scanning QR
Codes, the new bar code or that funny looking
square symbol in the image to the left. When
scanned they can display special offers, discount
coupons, directions, a webpage, or almost
anything your imagination can dream of.
87 Billion Expected in Sales this Year from Mobile Phone
Coupons

Text Messages that Make Money
SMS or Simple Messaging Service is text message advertising yet
another form of Mobile Marketing
that is skyrocketing in popularity.
Studies show that approximately
97% of consumers read their mobile
SMS text messages within minutes.
According to researchers, 73% of
consumers would like to receive
special offers on their mobile devices
– but they are not getting them.
According to the Journal of Targeting, one in three recipients
who are sent offers via text messaging respond with some
sort of action

Offers made via SMS text marketing has consistently gotten response
rates near 20% and sometimes as high as 60% – that’s 10 to 30 times
more than traditional advertising methods such as email, direct mail,
and newspaper ads which usually average at a 2%-3% response rate
at best.
These are two of the ways www.AgencyThrive.com can help
take your insurance agency to the next level…
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How to Claim Your Free Google+ Local Mobile Listing
Google has captured generic information for insurance agencies
worldwide to create Google+ Local… Insurance agencies who have
claimed their sites can have enhanced results displayed like this
example for the search term:
“Car Insurance Cedartown GA”

Here’s a TIP – Your goal is to get a 100% Score for you
Google+ Local Listing, which is really quite easy; just fill in all
of the information correctly. Ironically most insurance agencies
don’t.

What’s your Agency Visibility Score?
Check it out for FREE at www.GetListed.org or get a more complete
FREE analysis at www.AgencyThrive.VisibilityScore.com.

Step 1 – Create an Account with Google
Claiming yours is actually quite easy, it all starts with creating an
account with Google, and if you use Gmail you have an account
already, so go ahead and sign in. If not, go to Gmail New Account to
create one...
You may want to use your insurance agency name for the account
name. Be sure not to make the password too easy to help prevent
your account from being hacked.
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Step 2 - Find Your Listing
Log in to your Gmail account or create an account Gmail with Google
at… Gmail New Account
Then do a search for your insurance agency name here: Google+
Local. If you don’t find it then you will prompted to create one.
If it’s already listed you’ll see a screen like this, click the red balloon…

Step 3 – Are You the Business Owner?
You will see a listing like this, click: Business owner? To choose:
1. Edit this Listing
2. Suspend this listing or…
3. This isn’t my listing, lets you start over and create a new one…
If you have already claimed the listing click Edit this place to edit
your listing

Here you just fill in the fields to enhance the listing to your
satisfaction.
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Step 4 – Basic Information
Here is where you establish your basic insurance agency information
for your places page… Just follow the tips listed below to insure an
accurate and accepted listing…
A view of a Google+ Local listing that has not been updated.
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Important Note: If Google detects a discrepancy between your
insurance agency name, your Website, other online listings and your
Google+ Local listings, you could potentially be penalized. Using an
AgencyThrive Mobile Marketing Expert can help you avoid being
penalized for errors in your listings. Check the resources at the end of
this eBook.

Tip 1 – Company Name
It's important to list your insurance agency with your real
insurance agency name as you would list it in the phonebook. Be
certain that your other online listings are consistent with this one.
Enter in the full and official Company/Organization name.
(Example: Alabama Marketing Consultants is our full official
name.)

Tip 2 – Address
The Address field is required and would be in the format you
would use for an official U.S. mailing address. (Street Address,
City/Town, Zip.) We recommend strongly against using a post
office box number.

Tip 3 – Main Phone #
You’ll want to use a local phone number with area code instead
of an out-of state or toll free number in the Main phone field.
You want your customers (and Google) to recognize the number
as a local number they can trust. This number needs to be
consistent across all of your online listings. To add more
numbers click Add more phone numbers.
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You can use a toll free number as an alternative phone number.
Click Add more phone numbers to add toll free numbers,
mobile phone, fax, and TTY/TDD. TTY and TDD are used for
those who have hearing or speech difficulties.

Tip 4 – Email Address
In the next box, enter your email address. This leaves customers
with an alternate way of contacting you especially if your office is
closed and adds legitimacy. Unless your personal email address
is the main point of contact, add a preferred insurance agency
email.

Tip 5 – Website
Type in the URL to your insurance agency. This is the URL that
will appear in your insurance agency listing. Be certain to verify
that you have entered the link correctly.
You'll notice that there is a check box that says, “I don't have a
website." If you own an insurance agency and do not have a
website or blog, it's okay to continue the application process for
a Google+ Local listing. You can always update your listing by
adding the website information later.
You can get a 5 page, optimized website for only $20.00
per month with no setup charge at
www.AgencyThrive.com.
Websites can be great for targeting where your traffic is coming
from and who has clicked your special offers, blogs can easily fill
this need and are much easier to use.
To get started you could even start a Facebook Fan Page.

Tip 6 – Description
This field is critical to your listing. Using your targeted keywords,
write a clear and focused description that would even get you to
click to get the information. You want to use as much of the 200
characters allowed when writing your description.
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If you're having trouble, look at the descriptions your
competitors have written to get a better idea... Any problems
they have with theirs will clearly stand out to you.
A strong description is necessary for achieving a high ranking in
Google+ Local. Your description is the first thing Google+ Local
looks at to see who you are and what you do. It’s also the first
place that potential customers look to see if you offer the goods
and services they’re looking for.
This is where a marketing consultant can help you understand
how to optimize your listing with keyword selection and a
magnetic description.

Tip 7 – Category
You’ll be asked to enter up to five categories that describe your
insurance agency. Google takes these into account when a
customer performs a search.
It’s a requirement to have at least one Google-suggested
category. This is necessary if you hope to rank highly in Google+
Local.
As you start typing a category, you’ll see a drop down list of
possible categories. Pick one that best fits the type of insurance
agency you have or describes a service offered and you'll be fine
here.

Your other four categories should ideally be categories in
Google’s category list, but this is not a requirement. You should
create your own category only if nothing they suggest fits your
insurance agency or if they have approved similar categories in
the past. You can always change this later.
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Step 5 – Service Area and Location Settings…
This is where you determine the area your insurance agency will serve.
Most local insurance agencies serve a 5 to 15 mile radius.
If customers come to your location the process is simple, if not…
Determine if your service area is within so many miles or list the zip
codes you serve. Google will allow an insurance agency to serve up to
a 50 mile radius.
If your insurance agency does not serve customers at your location
you can select “Do not show my insurance agency address on my
Maps listing
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Step 6 – Hours of operation…
Here you choose your hours of operation. These can be changed
through the drop-down menus. One nice feature with Google+ Local is
the ability to split a single day. If your lunch is around noon this can
be entered so visitors know you will not be available.
If your hours are irregular you can skip this option altogether.

Step 7 – Payment options…
You can also show methods of payments accepted.
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Specify methods customers can pay at your insurance agency.

Step 8 – Photos…
You can add up to 10 photos to your Google+ Local profile. First we
recommend the logo (branding your insurance agency is important)
followed by photos of products, company building, sales staff, and
anything that would interest searchers to contact your company.

Per Google, 'Add flair to your listing' by uploading photographs of your
products or storefront.
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Step 9 – Videos…
If you have videos associated with your insurance agency, upload
them to Youtube.com and then copy and paste the URL here. Up to 5
videos can be added to your listing.

Step 10 – Additional Details…
Additional Details is a great section to create your very own custom
fields. Use these spaces to include information such as awards,
certifications, services offered, specialties, products; you name it!
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Step 11 – Important Note*
Before you click 'Submit', look at the information on the right side of
the screen. This is how your
listing will be presented once
it is published on Google+
Local. Just remember you can
edit your listing anytime
changes are necessary! Click
the Submit button when you
are ready.

Step 12 – Validate The
Listing
Once the listing is submitted,
there will be two choices on
how to have it verified.
Choose from a letter or phone
call to validate your Google
Map listing.

Option 1 - Phone Call
If you choose the phone method, you’ll receive an automated
call within moments of clicking 'Submit'. You’ll hear the PIN
number spoken to you during that call. Make a note of it to enter
into the proper field.
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Google recommends waiting a minute or so before entering it
into the verification box while
their database updates to
recognize it. (Suggestion:
They will call the number you
submitted as your insurance
agency phone number, so
please make sure that phone
is close by when clicking "Submit"!) If for some reason the
phone call is missed, go back a screen and select the phone call
option again, but sometimes Google may not give you the choice
when you do that. If all else fails, you can always opt for the
letter.

Option 2 - Letter
If you choose to verify through letter, they will send a PIN
number through the U.S. mail that generally takes 2-3 weeks to
arrive. It will come directly to the address specified as your
insurance agency location. Once the letter is received, log into
Google+ Local Dashboard and enter the PIN into the verification
box next to the listing.
Google+ Local provides a visual example of what the envelope
will look like when you receive it.
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More About the Verification Process...
Google provides both of these methods as your choice for being
reached at your insurance agency location. Their sole purpose is to
verify its legitimacy. Whatever option you chose, there may be a
waiting period after the PIN is entered while Google finalizes its review
of the listing and it goes live for customers to access. Due to the sheer
number of listings Google receives, it could take as long as several
weeks or as little as a few of days.
Periodically check the listing's status by going to the Your Main
Dashboard screen or logging into Google+ Local and clicking on
Dashboard.
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You Did It! Now Get to the TOP!
You have your listing! Just wait until Google
reviews the listing and accepts it, this could take
a few days or much longer.
You do want your listing to appear on Google's
Top 7. Local search, through mobile devices is
skyrocketing and your Google+ Local' listing is a
vital tool for marketing your company in this way.
Get Reviews, reviews, and more reviews. Ask
your clients and vendors to leave a review on
your Google+ Local listing. Also get listed at other
search sites…
Don’t forget! We can help you with this…

Top 16 Most Important Review Sites
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Yahoo! Local
Bing Local
Yelp
InsiderPages
CitySearch
Superpages
TripAdvisor
Judysbook
Kudzu
Angie’s List

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

InfoUSA
Localeze
YellowPages
BBB
Chamber of
Commerce
16. Merchants Circle
17. Civic/Municipal Sites
in your community

There are literally hundreds of other listing sites that you should get
included on. By doing a simple search for “Insurance agency Listing
Sites” you should get a great start at adding your insurance agency
listing to them all.
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Adding an Offer Coupon
This is easy just log-in to your dashboard and click Offers…

Then Click Add an offer now… and fill in the blanks and click
Publish. This will display for all of you mobile prospects, another
great way to get people in your door.
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You’re Taking a GIANT Step
in Getting Your Agency to
“Stand Out Above the Crowd”
…But, Google Places is only one
of the ways that we help you take
your business well past the
competition…

What’s Next? Getting to the Next Level
Our customers and new potential clients frequently ask ... "which
advertising or marketing products are right for me and my
insurance agency?" The answer is always the same - it depends on
the individual needs of your insurance agency. We do not believe in or
use "cookie cutter" techniques.
Every insurance agency is different, every insurance agency
should be looked at as a unique insurance agency and every aspect of
marketing and advertising your insurance agency should be geared to
making sure the most unique concepts of your insurance agency
are focused on and brought into the true light that brings the
most profit back to the insurance agency.
That's where we come in and that's what we can do for you and
your insurance agency to make it shine like the unique gem you
created!
Please be sure to request a free initial consultation before making a
decision of how to best increase your agency’s online and offline
visibility.

Call 800.229.2009, ext #3 or visit
www.AgencyThrive.com
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Basic Insurance Agency Website

Web Marketing Service

$20/month, no setup fee

$495 setup, $100/month

• Up to a 5-page, keywordoptimized website
• Custom domain name
• Service descriptions
• Quote submission forms
• Online payment links
• Contact info, contact form
& location map
• Password-protected web
access for viewing reports
and form submissions
• Optimized for mobile
devices

Premium Insurance Agency Website
$35/month, no setup fee
Includes all the features of the
Basic Insurance Agency
Website, PLUS:






Up to 15 pages of content
Agency blog
Insurance info videos
Custom QR Codes
Links to social media and
review sites to build your
online reputation
 Agency staff photos and
individual contact info

• Create agency business listings for visibility
with more than 10 of the biggest listing
and social media sites:
 Facebook Business Page
 Twitter for Business Account
 Google Places Listing
 Bing Listing
 Yahoo Listing
 Yelp! Business Listing
 CitySearch Listing
 …and more!
• Independent Agency blog for inclusion in
your agency website
 Professional content added regularly
 Make your site interesting to customers,
potential customers, and search
engines
• Inclusion as preferred agent in our online
directory listing of local agents
• Basic monthly analysis of online presence
• Setup and monitoring of Google Ad Word
campaigns based on a budget you specify

Elite Insurance Agency Website
$60/month, no setup fee
Includes all the features of
the Premium Insurance
Agency Website, PLUS:
 Up to 30 pages of
content
 Custom design services
for a unique look
 Custom submission
forms for your
preferred lines
 Online chat
 Insurance Glossary
 Weekly changes by
our staff upon request

AgencyThrive - Insurance Agency Internet Marketing & Social Media

Web Consultant Service
$1995 setup, $250/month

Includes all the features of the Web
Marketing Service, PLUS SO MUCH MORE:
 Elite Website included with Instant
Auto Quote (where available)
 Weekly updates of Social media sites
 Includes Google Adwords campaign
(no additional click charges)
 Monthly email blast to your customers
upon request
 Monitoring of online reviews to protect
your reputation
 Detailed monthly analysis of online
presence
 Preferred placement on our directory
listing site of local agents
 Monthly action plan to increase traffic
and sales

Instant Auto Quote*
$50/month, $40/month with AgencyThrive Website
• Consumers visit your agency website, enter
their information, and get an auto quote
INSTANTLY with the AgencyThrive Instant
Auto Quote Generator
• Consumers can enter their information
anytime, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
and get an auto quote instantly
• You will immediately receive an email
and/or text message when a quote is
completed
• The quote data is saved in your AccuAuto
database and is ready to process into a
policy
• The consumer only sees the top three
quotes and no company names;
YOU ARE IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT!

*Available in selected states

Contact a representative today!

Call 1-800-229-2009
Press ‘3’ for Sales, or
Press ‘2’ for Tech Support
and Customer Service
Email: sales@accuauto.net

6037 Financial Drive
Norcross, Georgia 30071
(770) 242-6832 or (800) 229-2009
(770) 840-7558 fax

www.accuauto.net

AgencyThrive - Insurance Agency Internet Marketing & Social Media

Since 1986, Assurance Systems, Inc. has offered a variety
of software products for independent insurance agencies, in
addition to custom solutions and analytical products for
insurance carriers. Our leading, long-standing, and awardwinning product is AccuAuto, a comparison rater for personal
automobile insurance. Together with AccuTrac, a versatile
client management program, AccuAuto is a valuable tool used
by independent agents for many years.
Our newest web - based AccuAgency system integrates
agency management and document storage in one easy-touse program. AccuAgency is also fully integrated with our
AccuAuto web-based comparative rater, where available, and
is loaded with features to help organize, manage and run your
agency.
In addition to AccuAgency and AccuAuto, we offer agency
websites, 24/7 Consumer Rating and partner products to help
increase your agency’s revenue.

ACORD forms - All ACORD forms are available in

Letters - AccuAgency provides you with many letter
templates with built-in macros. You may edit the templates,
add additional information or create your own letters using the
“New Letter” feature. Utilize the letter templates and/or create
your own letters. Create letters by client or easily send batch
letters using the “Print Letters” feature within the Reporting
tool.
User Messaging - Send messages to other AccuAgency
users with the “Messages” feature.

Client Follow-Up Reminders - Create reminders and set
notifications with the “Reminders” feature. You may select the
exact date and time you would like to be reminded. A record
of the reminder will be saved in the client history.
Client Notes - Create notes within the client level
information, policy level or quote level. Keep a running history
of all client conversations.
Payments, Receipts & End of the Day Report Track premium payments with the “Post Payment” feature.

AccuAgency. Access ACORD forms from within a client’s
policy or quote and many fields will pre-fill with the client
information. Fields may also be edited. Print or store each
form with our document storage feature. A record will be kept
for each form you create.

Print and issue customer receipts once they are posted. Track
day-to-day monetary transactions with the “End of the Day”
Report.
Email Capabilities - Email individual clients and prospects
from within the client page or use the batch email feature from
within the Reporting tools.

Reports - AccuAgency provides you with numerous reports.
Track production, monitor and track marketing campaigns,
prospects, employee production, insurance company level
production, quotes, policies, renewals, etc. With AccuAgency’s
reporting tools you can easily track your agency’s performance
and obtain the information necessary to determine profitability
and areas for improvement. All reports may be exported to
Microsoft Excel.

Customizable Lines of Business, Management of
Companies & Coverages - AccuAgency provides you

Document & Image Storage (Attachments) Eliminate all paper with document storage. Store any type of
document including Adobe Acrobat files or PDFs, Microsoft
Word documents or digital photographs. All documents are
stored on AccuAgency’s secure servers. Attach images and
documents by client, policy or quote or use the file storage
feature for additional storage needs.

with a list of default lines of business. You can add custom
lines of business, setup and manage your companies by line of
business and add specialty or custom coverages for each.

Commissions - Track and reconcile commission payments.

http://www.accuauto.net/AccuAgency.aspx

File Storage - Eliminate the need for a server with
AccuAgency’s file storage feature. File storage includes an
agency level storage file and an agent level storage file. Share
and store agency level files with all users in the “Agency File”
or use the “My Files” feature to store files which are only
accessible by individual user.
Rolodex - Manage your contacts using the Rolodex feature.
Quickly look up contacts including insurance company
contacts, lienholders or employees.

Use your Smartphone to scan this QR Code and
“like” AccuAuto.

